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Reviewer's report:

1. No major compulsory revisions

2. Minor essential Revisions

   2.1 - The table 2 is not shown correctly on the right margin.

   2.2 - Although the diagrammatic summary shows the entire problem of "living with a rotator cuff tear", however a brief description of the diagram is always helpful for the reader.

3. Discretionary Revisions

   3.1 - I found a well structured paper. I think that all the subjective complains of rotator cuff patients have several features in common. Well described in this paper, I guess sometimes the subjectivity is missed or overlooked.

However is a non homogeneous sample with several bias, due to not all the rotator cuff tears behave in the same way, this is always bit of a problem. For example, massive rotator cuff tend to be more disabling than small tears, and supraspinatus tears behave different than subscapularis. Therefore a better comprehension of the quality could be measured upon the type of tear, as well as the tendon affected. Better results could be addressed controlling as much as possible the patients characteristics.
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